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NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING MEETING  

Held on 13 November 2018 at 18:30 at the Pavilion, Meriden Sports Park  

  

Present: Cllr M Lee (ML), Cllr R Weaver (RW), Mr J Edwards (JE), Mrs S Edwards (SE), Mr 

L Edwards (LE), Mr N Pearce (NP), Cllr D Bell (DAB), Mr M Barlow (MBlw) & Mrs S Sharland 

(SS) 

  

 1. Welcome & Apologies  

ML welcomed members of the group and accepted apologies from Cllr P Lee, Mr G Russell 

and Mrs B Bland.   

  

2. Minutes of 2-10-18 

Minutes and meeting notes of 13th November were approved. 

 

2.1 Matters arising & actions 

All covered under agenda items listed.  

  

3. Solihull Council Draft Local Plan update  

ML read out the latest timing plan published recently by Solihull Council. MB added that 

SMBC was likely to look at additional or alternative sites just after Christmas followed by a 

six week’s consultation (minimum). Focus is on housing and putting it out to the public 

domain for comments. RW asked about brownfield sites and if any in Meriden were being 

considered. MB responded that SMBC are looking at published guidelines and confirmed 

there were no obvious brownfield sites in Meriden. 

 

4. Housing Needs Assessment update – desktop research through Locality funding  

ML advised she had received the draft AECOM Housing Needs Assessment on 30 October 

and shared it initially with NP, RW and BB for comments as AECOM will await our feedback. 

NP observed that it was ‘way over the top’ of what we need in a parish as it reviews 

everything. RW observed she found it heavy reading and hasn’t digested it all.  NP stated 

that WRCC’s Housing Needs Survey has a shelf life of four years. RW asked if we should 

share it with SMBC.  NP said yes, use it now when planning applications come through, so 

publish it but not the assessment at this stage as it is based mainly on statistics. ML agreed 

that WRCC’s Housing Needs Survey is a spotlight for what is needed now based on a survey 

dropped to all Meriden households. 

 

RW advised she had met with SMBC’s CEO Nick Page and was told that it seems there is 

greater pressure on North Solihull Housing Consortium for more housing but not enough. 

MB commented on the new methodology published by the government and as the North 

Solihull Partnership is drawing to a close and they just can’t find the sites, the onus is now 

on the rest of the borough. 
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RW remarked that we should check with AECOM if their assessment used old or new 

methodology.  

 

NP asked if a supplementary green belt assessment would be undertaken by SMBC. MB 

replied that the 2016 assessment would be referred to and there was not an intention to 

refresh it as it is felt it will do the job. NP remarked that most sites will be in the greenbelt 

and asked if they would be assessed on green belt criteria. MB confirmed yes as well as 

other factors, but the greenbelt assessment is one of the more important ones. 

 

Action – Send feedback to AECOM on their housing needs and assessment and 

confirm which methodology they used. Publish our housing needs survey and send 

to SMBC and refer to it during planning meetings and planning responses.  

 

5. Open Green Spaces Assessment Update 

Based on feedback from the October meeting, Avon Planning sent ML and RW their 

assessments for a total of 16 Local Green Spaces (LGS). ML will circulate to the group for 

their comments. 

  

SS asked if the Meriden Hill was one of the LGS assessments in reference to the butterflies 

and their wych elm habitat. NP stated that the conclusion is ‘it’s just a verge’. SS stated they 

have ecological value. NP stated that evidence is needed, like a survey, because the real 

test is to show demonstrable specialness to the community and ecological significance. SS 

remarked the issue is about the trees. NP explained that because they are not in a 

conservation area and do not have TPOs, the trees could be felled at any point. The only 

way they’ll be protected is through TPOs. MB suggested they could be referred to as a ‘green 

infrastructure corridor’ so as to get included in the first stage assessment. SS asked, ‘what 

do we need to do?’ MB replied, ‘add it into your ecological report.’ NP also suggested it could 

go into the ‘woodland policy’ identifying specific sites which could be listed and mapped but 

evidence is still needed as it is not appropriate in the LGS report. MB suggested it be noted 

that it’s about the way the verge/bank is managed. He also suggested we refer to SMBC’s 

Habitat Biodiversity Audit and he will send us the contact details. 

 

Action: ML to circulate the LGS assessments to everyone to contribute a paragraph 

as to why they are important to the community including SS’s ecological facts. MB to 

supply contact details of the Habitat Biodiversity Audit. NP to draft a letter to LGS 

landowners as they need to be informed we wish to feature them as LGS in the 

Neighbourhood Plan. NP advised that press notices or boards around the village might 

need to be part of this process. 

 

6. Pre-submission v9 – progress update including maps 

ML said that version 9 was being populated with updates received so far and passed around 
the latest maps from SMBC.  Because of the geographic layout of Meriden Parish being long 
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and narrow, three of SMBC’s maps could be used throughout the plan or we could seek an 
alternative.  
 
MB addressed the issue of finding the agricultural grading in Meriden and shared a map of 
agricultural land classifications from the 80s. The group found this useful and will build it into 
the Neighbourhood Plan.  
 
SS advised that she has discovered six more TPOs in the Neighbourhood Area and would 
send her report by the end of November. 
 
MB asked what the current NDP timeline for Meriden was. ML informed him it will feature in 
the Meriden Mag and the pre-submission draft is scheduled to be sent to SMBC in March 
2019. NP asked if that was Regulation 14 which requires a six week consultation before 
sending to SMBC under Regulation 16. ML apologised for missing this out and therefore 
SMBC pre-submission (Regulation 16) draft would follow after March. 
 
ML also asked if MB could update the spreadsheet of planning applications being granted 
since 2011. 
 
Action: NP to supply quote for alternative mapping, SS to supply updated tree survey 
and MB to update planning permissions spreadsheet. 
 
7. Any other business 
ML noted that the Local Green Spaces and Ecological Report needs to be presented to the 
public in January 2019 for consultation. 
 

6. Date of next meeting    
The date of the next meeting is Tuesday 18 December 2018 at 6.30pm Venue: The Pavilion, 
Meriden Sports Park.  
 

 


